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Abstract
Let X1; X2; : : : ; Xn be a sample from a stationary Gaussian time series and let I() be the
sample periodogram. Some researchers have either proved heuristically or claimed that under
general conditions, the asymptotic behaviour of
R 
− ()(I()) d is equivalent to that of the
discrete version of the integral given by (2=n)
Pn−1
i=1 (i)(I(i)), where i are the Fourier
frequencies and  and  are suitable possibly non-linear functions. In this paper, we prove
that this asymptotic equivalence is not true when  is a non-linear function. We derive the
exact nite sample variance of
R 
− I
2() d when fXtg is Gaussian white noise and show that
it is asymptotically dierent from that of (2=n)
Pn−1
i=1 I
2(i). The asymptotic distribution ofR 
− I
2() d is also obtained in this case. The result is then extended to obtain the limiting
distribution of
R 
− f
−2()I 2() d when fXtg is a stationary Gaussian series with spectral density
f(). From these results, the limiting distribution of the integral version of a goodness-of-t
statistic proposed in the literature is obtained. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let X1; X2; : : : ; Xn be a sample from a zero mean stationary Gaussian time series with
spectral density f() and dene the sample periodogram as
I() =
1
2n

nX
t=1
Xt exp(−it)

2
; −66: (1)
It is often of interest to study the asymptotic distribution of certain functionals of the
periodogram I(). A class of such functionals which is important is of the form
gn(I) =
Z 
−
()(I()) d; (2)
where () is a continuous even function on [−; ] and () is some suitable function.
For example, the behaviour of the functional gn(I) when () =  is important in
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establishing the asymptotic properties of the Whittle estimator (see Whittle, 1953) of the
parameters of the series fXtg. As a result, the limiting distribution of gn(I) when ()=
 has been studied extensively in the literature. In this case, it has been established
that gn(I) is a consistent and asymptotically normal estimator of
R 
− ()f() d, under
fairly general conditions on the spectral density f(). See, for example, Hannan (1973)
and Fox and Taqqu (1986).
The asymptotic behaviour of gn(I) allowing for more general forms of () was
studied by Taniguchi (1980), under the assumption that the spectral density of the
series fXtg is bounded above. Taniguchi claimed that for a wide class of possibly
non-linear functions () including () =  for > 0; gn(I) is a n1=2 consistent
and asymptotically normal estimator of
R 
− ()(f()) d, for some function ().
One application of this result on the limiting distribution of gn involving non-linear
functions of the periodogram is in obtaining the asymptotic distribution of the statistic
Rn =
R 
− h
−2()I 2() d
(
R 
− h
−1()I() d)2
(3)
for some function h(). This statistic was proposed by MilhHj (1981) to test the null
hypothesis that the series fXtg has spectral density f() = (2)−12h(). Under this
null hypothesis, MilhHj (1981) showed that the discrete version of the statistic Rn,
given by
Rn; d =
2n−1
Pn−1
i=1 h
−2(i)I 2(i)
(2n−1
Pn−1
i=1 h
−1(i)I(i))2
; (4)
where i=2i=n; i=1; 2; : : : ; n−1 are the Fourier frequencies, is asymptotically normal
with mean 1= and variance 2=(2n) when h() is bounded above.
In studying the asymptotic distribution of the functional gn(I) involving the integral
of ()(I()), Taniguchi (1980) actually obtained the asymptotic distribution of its
discrete version
bn(I) =
2
n
n−1X
i=1
(i)(I(i)): (5)
Under the assumption that the spectral density f() is bounded, Taniguchi showed that
for some function (),
n1=2

bn(I)−
Z 
−
()(f()) d

D! Y;
where Y is a zero mean Gaussian random variable. In his proof, Taniguchi (1980,
p. 80, Proof of Lemma 4 and Theorem 2) made the heuristic claim that
gn(I)− bn(I) = op(n−1=2)
and also that
lim
n!1 nVar(gn(I)) = limn!1 nVar(bn(I)) (6)
which implies that the limiting distribution of gn is the same as that of bn.
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In this paper, we establish that this asymptotic equivalence of gn and bn is not true
when  is a non-linear function. We demonstrate this by deriving the exact covariance
matrix of the vector of functionals
gn(I) = (g1n(I); g2n(I))0; (7)
where
(g1n(I); g2n(I))0 
Z 
−
I() d;
Z 
−
I 2() d
0
under the assumption that the series fXtg is Gaussian white noise. We derive this
variance directly without approximating g1n and g2n by their discrete versions
b1n =
2
n
n−1X
i=1
I(i) and b2n =
2
n
n−1X
i=1
I 2(i):
The asymptotic variance of g2n is found to be dierent from that of b2n, in contradiction
to the claim of Taniguchi (1980). Furthermore, we also obtain the joint asymptotic
distribution of (g1n(I); g2n(I))0. We then consider the more general case where fXtg is
a stationary Gaussian time series with an arbitrary mean and spectral density f() =
(2)−12h(). Under some conditions on f(), we obtain the limiting distribution of
the vector
gn(In; f) = (g1n(In; f); g2n(In; f))0

Z 
−
h−1()In() d;
Z 
−
h−2()I 2n () d
0
;
where
In() =
1
2n

nX
t=1
(Xt − X ) exp(−it)

2
; −66 (8)
is the mean corrected periodogram.
Our results also contradict those of Beran (1992), in which he derived the asymptotic
distribution of
b2n(f) =
2
n
n−1X
i=1
f−2(i)I(i)2 (9)
while allowing the spectral density f() to be possibly unbounded at the origin. In prov-
ing the asymptotic distribution of (9), Beran (1992, Proof of theorem 1, Appendix A,
p. 757) claimed that it is identical to that of
g2n(I; f) =
Z 
−
f−2()I 2() d (10)
and then proceeded to derive the limiting distribution of g2n(I; f). Though our results
on the discrepancy in the asymptotic behaviour of b2n(f) and g2n(I; f) do not cover
the case when f() is unbounded at the origin, there would seem to be no reason to
believe that this discrepancy does not exist in this case.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we state our assumptions and
main results on the distribution of gn(I) and gn(In; f). In Section 3, we apply this result
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to obtain the limiting distribution of the goodness-of-t test statistic Rn. We also report
the results of a modest Monte Carlo study to evaluate the size and power properties
of Rn and Rn; d in Section 4. The proofs of our results are relegated to Appendix A
(Technical) at the end.
2. Theoretical results
Our rst result concerns the distribution of gn(I) when fXtg is Gaussian white noise.
Using Parseval's identity, one can show that
g2n(I) =
Z 
−
I 2() d=
1
2
n−1X
k=−(n−1)
^2k ;
where
^k = ^−k = n
−1
nX
t=k+1
XtXt−k ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1
are the sample covariances. Using this representation for g2n and the representation for
^k + ^−k on p. 165 of Bloomeld (1976), simple algebraic manipulation yields
2
n
n−1X
k=1
I 2(k) =
Z 
−
I 2() d− n
2
X
4
+
1

n−1X
k=1
^k ^n−k :
When fXtg is Gaussian white noise with variance 2, the variables I(k) for k =
1; 2; : : : ; [(n − 1)=2] are independent identically exponentially distributed with mean
2=(2). See p. 344 of Brockwell and Davis (1991). It is thus easy to show that
n1=2(b2n − 4=) D!N

0;
108
2

(11)
and n−1 X =op(n−1=2). If n1=2b2n and n1=2g2n are to have the same asymptotic variance,
then it must follow that
1

n−1X
k=1
^k ^n−k = op(n
−1=2):
This is however not at all apparent, leading one to suspect that g2n and b2n might have
dierent asymptotic variances and distributions. The next theorem shows that this is
indeed the case.
Theorem 1. Let X1; : : : ; Xn be n observations from a Gaussian white noise series with
variance 2. Then
(E(g1n); E(g2n))0 =

2;

1 +
1
2n

4

0
: (12)
Also; for n even;
(Var(g1n);Var(g2n))0 =

24
n
;
8
2

28
3n
+
13
n2
+
2
3n3
0
(13)
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and for n odd;
(Var(g1n);Var(g2n))0 =

24
n
;
8
2

28
3n
+
13
n2
+
2
3n3
+
1
n4

:
Furthermore;
n1=2

g1n − 2; g2n − 
4

0
D!N(0;); (14)
where  is the covariance matrix with entries 11=24; 22=(28=32)8; 12=21=
(4=)6.
Comparing the results of Theorem 1 with (11), we see that the asymptotic variance
and hence the asymptotic distribution of g2n is dierent from that of its discrete version,
b2n. As a matter of fact, arguments similar to those used to prove Theorem 1 can be
used to show that
lim
n!1 nVar
 
1

n−1X
k=1
^k ^n−k
!
=
28
32
and
lim
n!1 nCov
 Z 
−
I 2() d;
1

n−1X
k=1
^k ^n−k
!
= 0:
This accounts for the fact that the asymptotic variance of n1=2b2n is greater than that
of n1=2g2n by 2=(32).
The following Corollary asserts that the limiting distribution result of Theorem 1
continues to hold when the mean corrected periodogram In is used. The proof of the
Corollary is contained in the proof of Theorem 3 below.
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1;
n1=2
Z 
−
In() d− 2;
Z 
−
I 2n () d−
4

0
D!N(0;);
where  is as in Theorem 1.
We now extend the results of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 to the vector gn(In; f)
when fXtg is a stationary Gaussian series with arbitrary mean and spectral density
f()= (2)−12h(). In this case, it is possible to represent fXtg as an innite moving
average
Xt =  +
1X
j=0
ajt−j; (15)
where −1<<1; P a2j <1 and ftg is a Gaussian white noise series with
variance 2. Under some conditions on the sequence fajg and the spectral density
f(), we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 3. Let fXtg be a stationary Gaussian series with spectral density f() =
(2)−12h() which is strictly positive on [ − ; ] with a continuous derivative.
Furthermore; let the sequence fajg in (15) satisfy
1X
j=0
jajjj1=2<1:
Let In be the mean corrected periodogram as dened in (8). Then
n1=2

g1n(In; f)− 2; g2n(In; f)− 
4

0
D!N(0;)
where  is as in Theorem 1.
In the next section, we consider the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic Rn.
3. Goodness-of-t test
As noted earlier, MilhHj (1981) studied the properties of the test statistic
Rn; d =
2n−1
Pn−1
i=1 h
−2(i)I 2(i)
(2n−1
Pn−1
i=1 h
−1(i)I(i))2
used to test the null hypothesis that a Gaussian time series fXtg has spectral density
f() = (2)−12h(). The integral version of this statistic is
Rn =
R 
− h
−2()I 2() d
(
R 
− h
−1()I() d)2
:
Since Rn; d depends on the periodogram evaluated only at Fourier frequencies, it is
location invariant and allows the series fXtg to have an arbitrary mean. It is appealing to
preserve this location invariance in the integral version of the statistic. Thus, one needs
to consider a version of Rn based upon the mean corrected periodogram, which we will
denote by Rn; c. By Theorem 3 and an application of the delta method (Billingsley,
Example 29:1, 1986), we obtain the following result on the asymptotic distribution of
the statistic Rn; c.
Theorem 4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3 hold. Let
Rn; c =
R 
− h
−2()I 2n () d
(
R 
− h
−1()In() d)2
:
Then
n1=2

Rn; c − 1

D!N

0;
4
32

:
On comparing this result with the asymptotic distribution of Rn; d in (4), one sees that
both Rn; c and Rn; d have the same asymptotic mean but the asymptotic variance of Rn; c
is two-thirds that of Rn; d. This would seem to suggest that tests based on Rn; c should
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have greater power than those based on Rn; d and should be preferred. The statistic Rn; d,
on the other hand, enjoys the distinct advantage that it is easy to compute for general
forms of the function f(), while computing Rn; c involves integration. However, when
the null hypothesis is that of an uncorrelated Gaussian series, the statistic Rn; c has, by
Parseval's identity, the simple representation
Rn; c =
1
2
 
1 + 2
n−1X
k=1
r^2k
!
; (16)
where
r^k =
Pn
t=k+1(Xt − X )(Xt−k − X )Pn
t=1(Xt − X )2
; k = 1; : : : ; n− 1
are the sample autocorrelations. In this case, Rn; c is, apart from a scale and origin shift,
the sum of squares of all the n− 1 estimable sample autocorrelations. Thus, Rn; c, can
be considered to be a generalization of the Box{Pierce statistic (Box and Pierce, 1970).
In most practical situations concerning goodness-of-t, the null hypothesis is com-
posite in nature. The spectral density f() of the process fXtg is specied up to a vector
of parameters  which are not known but are estimated from the data. In such cases, it
is of interest to test the goodness of t of the estimated spectral density f(^; ), where
^ is the estimated value of . The next Theorem shows that under certain conditions,
the limiting distribution of the statistic Rn; c based on the estimated spectral density
f(^; ) remains the same as that stated in Theorem 4. We will assume that fXtg is a
stationary Gaussian series with the one sided moving average representation
Xt =  +
1X
j=0
aj(0)t−j;
where ftg is Gaussian white noise with variance 2; a0() = 1 and 0 is an interior
point of  which is a compact subset of Rk .
Theorem 5. Assume that the spectral density of fXtg given by f(0; ) =
(2)−12h(0; ); where h(; ) = j
P1
j=0 aj()exp(−ij)j2; satises the following con-
ditions.
(i) 0< inf  inf  f(; )< sup sup f(; )<1 and f(; ) possesses a continuous
derivative in .
(ii) For every 16i6k; @f=@i 2 L2[ − ; ] and possesses a continuous derivative
in .
(iii) For all 16i< j6k; sup sup (@f=@i)<1 and sup sup (@2f=@i@j)<1.
(iv) There is an estimator ^ such that ^ − 0 = Op(n−1=2).
(v) The coecients fajg satisfy
P
j jaj(0)jj1=2<1.
Let
Tn; c =
R 
− h
−2(^; )I 2n () d
(
R 
− h
−1(^; )In() d)2
:
Then
n1=2

Tn; c − 1

D!N

0;
4
32

:
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Remark 1. It can be shown that the conditions of Theorem 5 are met by a stationary
invertible autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model of order (p; q).
Theorem 5 provides a method of testing the adequacy of a model which has been t
to data and provides an alternative to the Box{Pierce statistic. However, the statistic
Tn; c requires the computation of integrals and hence is not computationally simple.
A computationally simple statistic which would seem to be asymptotically equivalent to
Tn; c could be obtained as follows. First, compute the estimated innovations ^t(^) based
on the estimated model f(^). If the tted model is indeed adequate, these estimated
innovations should behave like observations from a white noise process and the relevant
statistic to test this is
T n; c =
R 
− I
2
^ () d
(
R 
− I^ () d)
2
;
where I^ is the periodogram of the ^t . As noted in (16) above, the statistic T n; c has the
simple representation T n; c=(2)−1(1+2
Pn−1
k=1 r^
2
k), where r^k are sample autocorrelations
of the estimated innovations. The statistic T n; c can be seen to be a generalization of
the Box{Pierce statistic based on the sample autocorrelations of estimated innovations.
The rigorous justication of the asymptotic distribution of the statistic T n; c is currently
being developed and will be reported elsewhere.
4. Simulation study
We carried out a modest Monte Carlo study on the behaviour of b2n; g2n(In; f); Rn; d
and Rn; c when the data are Gaussian white noise with unit variance, i.e. when f() =
(2)−1 and h() = 1. Note that the statistics b2n and Rn; d are invariant to a mean
correction in the data since they depend on the periodogram evaluated only at Fourier
frequencies. For samples of size n = 100 and 500, we generated 5000 realizations of
these four statistics. In Table 1, we report the simulation means and standard deviations
of these statistics for the two sample sizes considered. For comparison, we also pro-
vide their asymptotic means and standard deviations obtained from Theorems 3,4 and
Table 1
Monte Carlo and theoretical means and standard deviations
n b2n g2n Rn; d Rn; c
Mean Simulation 0.3166 0.3152 0.3169 0.3155
Theoretical 0.3183 0.3183 0.3183 0.3183
100
Std. Dev. Simulation 0.1010 0.0969 0.0430 0.0343
Theoretical 0.1007 0.0972 0.0450 0.0368
Mean Simulation 0.3189 0.3183 0.3183 0.3178
Theoretical 0.3183 0.3183 0.3183 0.3183
500
Std. Dev. Simulation 0.0457 0.0438 0.0200 0.0161
Theoretical 0.0450 0.0435 0.0201 0.0164
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Table 2
Size and power of the goodness-of-t tests
n White noise AR(1) alpha = 0:2 ARFIMA (0,0.1,0)
5% 10% 5% 10% 5% 10%
100 Rn; d 0.0352 0.0594 0.1024 0.1486 0.0650 0.0958
Rn; c 0.0310 0.0626 0.1162 0.1604 0.0600 0.0942
500 Rn; d 0.0480 0.0896 0.2714 0.3488 0.1532 0.2100
Rn; c 0.0430 0.0846 0.3312 0.4172 0.1732 0.2352
Eqs. (4) and (11). As can be seen, the nite sample variances of both g2n(In; f) and
b2n tend to be smaller than their respective asymptotic values. In Table 2, we report
the size of Rn; d and Rn; c under the null hypothesis of Gaussian white noise and the
power under two alternative models. The two alternative models we consider are (i) An
autoregressive process of order one given by Xt =0:2Xt−1 + t , where ftg is Gaussian
white noise with unit variance and (ii) an autoregressive fractionally integrated moving
average (ARFIMA) (0; d; 0) with d = 0:1 given by (1 − B)0:1Xt = t , where ftg is
Gaussian white noise with unit variance and B denotes the backshift operator. The
autoregressive process has correlations which decay at an exponential rate while the
ARFIMA process has correlations which decay at a hyperbolic rate.
Under the null hypothesis of white noise, both tests are undersized at both the 5%
and 10% level of signicance. This is to be expected, since as noted above, their
nite sample variance tends to underestimate the asymptotic variance. The degree by
which the tests are undersized becomes smaller as the sample size increases, as is to
be expected. As expected, the test based upon Rn; c has better power than that based on
Rn; d. Both tests lack power in detecting the ARFIMA process when the sample size
is 100 and are almost biased in this case.
Appendix A. Technical
Proof of Theorem 1. Throughout this proof, we will assume, without loss of generality,
that 2  Var(Xt) = 1. Let
^k = ^−k =
1
n
nX
t=k+1
XtXt−k ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1:
Then n^k = x
0
nAkxn, where xn = (X1; X2; : : : ; Xn)
0; A0 is the n  n identity matrix and
Ak = (ars) is an n n symmetric matrix with entries given by
ar−k; r = ar; r−k = 0:5; r = k + 1; k + 2; : : : ; n;
ars = 0 otherwise
(A.1)
for 16k6n− 1.
Letting Yk = x0nAkxn, we have
g1n = ^0 = n
−1Y0 (A.2)
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and from Parseval's identity,
g2n =
Z 
−
I 2() d=
1
2
n−1X
k=−(n−1)
^2k =
1
2n2
 
Y 20 + 2
n−1X
k=1
Y 2k
!
: (A.3)
Since Yk is a quadratic form in xn and fXtg is a Gaussian white noise series, we obtain
the following expressions by applying the results from p. 159 and 160 of Holmquist
(1996):
E(Y 2k ) = 2Tr(A
2
k) + fTr(Ak)g2;
Var(Y 20 ) = 8n
3 + 40n2 + 48n;
Cov(Y 20 ; Y
2
k ) = (48 + 16n) Tr(A
2
k); 16k6n− 1
and
Cov(Y 2k ; Y
2
l ) = 32Tr(A
2
kA
2
l) + 16Tr(AkAlAkAl) + 8fTr(AkAl)g2; l>k > 0:
These expressions in conjunction with (A.2) and (A.3) and Lemma A.1 below yield
the result on means and variances in Theorem 1.
We now establish the joint limiting distribution of (g1n; g2n). In order to do this,
it is convenient to rst obtain the joint limiting distribution of (g21n; g2n). A simple
application of the delta method (Billingsley, 1986, Example 29.1), then provides us
the desired result.
To prove the asymptotic normality of (g21n; g2n), it is sucient to show that for any
pair of real numbers a1 and a2,
lim
n!1 n
1=2[E(a1g21n + a2g2n)− a1 − a2=] = 0; (A.4)
lim
n!1 nVar(a1g
2
1n + a2g2n) = 8a
2
1 +
28
32 a
2
2 +
16
 a1a2 (A.5)
and
lim
n!1 cump(n
1=2fa1g21n + a2g2ng) = 0; p> 2; (A.6)
where cump denotes the pth cumulant. The limiting distribution result then follows
from the Cramer{Wold device. The mean and variance results in (A.4) and (A.5)
follow readily from the argument presented above in obtaining the mean and variance
of g1n and g2n. To prove (A.6), we note from expressions (A.2) and (A.3) that
cump(n1=2fa1g21n + a2g2ng) = np=2cump(a1g21n + a2g2n)
=
np=2
n2p
cump
 n
a1 +
a2
2
o
Y 20 +
a2

n−1X
k=1
Y 2k
!
=
np=2
n2p
n−1X
l1=0
  
n−1X
lp=0
Bl1 :::lpcump(Y
2
l1
; : : : ; Y 2lp); (A.7)
where
sup
l1 :::lp
jBl1 :::lp j< (ja1j+ ja2j)p: (A.8)
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Dene W(r; s); (r; s) 2 f1; 2; : : : ; pg  f1; 2g, by W(r;1) = W(r;2) = Ylr . Then, by Theo-
rem 2:3:2 of Brillinger (1981),
cump(Y 2l1 ; : : : ; Y
2
lp
) =
X

cum(W(r; s); (r; s) 2 1) : : : cum(W(r; s); (r; s) 2 q); (A.9)
where the sum is taken over all indecomposable partitions = 1[2[  [q; 16q< 2p
of the two way table
(1; 1) (1; 2)
(2; 1) (2; 2)
...
...
(p; 1) (p; 2):
(A.10)
From (A.7) and (A.9), it follows that in order to establish (A.6), it is sucient to
show that for each indecomposable partition,
n−1X
l1=0
  
n−1X
lp=0
Bl1 :::lpcum(W(r; s); (r; s) 2 1) : : : cum(W(r; s); (r; s) 2 q) = O(np+1):
(A.11)
In proving (A.11), we will make use of the properties of an indecomposable partition
(see Brillinger, 1981, p. 20) and of the rank of a system of homogeneous linear
equations.
In the argument which follows, whenever we invoke Lemma A.2, we will always
exploit the fact that cum(W(r; s); (r; s) 2 i) is symmetric in its arguments (see Theorem
2:3:1, Brillinger, 1981). From (i) of Lemma A.2, it follows that
cum(W(r; s); (r; s) 2 1) : : : cum(W(r; s); (r; s) 2 q) = O(nq): (A.12)
This fact in conjunction with (A.8) proves (A.11) when q = 1. We now proceed to
prove (A.11) for q>2. For a xed indecomposable partition, there are np summands
in the summation in (A.11). We will show that out of all these summands, only
O(np−q+1) summands are non-zero. The result (A.11) will then follow from (A.12)
and (A.8).
A summand of (A.11) is non-zero only if all the joint cumulants in the product
of the summand are non-zero. It follows from (ii) of Lemma A.2 that in order for a
summand in (A.11) to be non-zero, (l1; : : : ; lp) must satisfy a homogeneous system of
q linear equations in p variables of the form
11l1 + 12l2 +   + 1plp = 0;
21l1 + 22l2 +   + 2plp = 0;
...
q1l1 + q2l2 +   + qplp = 0:
(A.13)
We claim that the rank of this linear system is at least q − 1. Note that the ith
equation in (A.13) corresponds to the ith set i of the indecomposable partition. Since
the partition is indecomposable, it follows that every set i must hook (see Brillinger,
1981, p. 20) with at least one other set j. This implies that in every set i, there is
a row ri; 16ri6p, of table (A.10) such that the row ri occurs exactly once in i.
This fact in conjunction with (ii) of Lemma A.2 implies that in every equation of the
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system (A.13), there is at least one coecient ij which is non-zero. Thus, for every
i; 16i6q, there exists some ki; 16ki6p such that
iki 6= 0: (A.14)
This establishes that the rank of system (A.13) is at least q−1 when q=2. For q> 2,
we next prove that the rank of (A.13) is at least q− 1 by contradiction.
If the rank of (A.13) is less than q− 1, then there must exist an integer s; 26s<
q−1, a set of non-zero real numbers b1; b2; : : : ; bs and a set of indices j1; j2; : : : ; js such
that
sX
i=1
bijik = 0; k = 1; 2; : : : ; p: (A.15)
Without loss of generality, we can assume that ji = i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; s. Hence, we have
sX
i=1
biik = 0; k = 1; 2; : : : ; p: (A.16)
Since the partition is indecomposable, at least one set i0 2 (1; : : : ; s) must hook with
some set j0 2 (s+1; : : : ; q). This implies that there exists some row rk0 ; 16rk06p,
of table (A.10) which occurs exactly once in both i0 and j0 . Hence, from (ii) of
Lemma A.2,
i0k0 6= 0 and j0k0 6= 0; 16i06s; s+ 16j06q: (A.17)
Since the row rk0 can occur in at most two sets of the partition, we also have
ik0 = 0; 16i6q; i 6= i0; i 6= j0: (A.18)
Eqs. (A.17) and (A.18) contradict (A.16), since all the bi; 16i6s are non-zero. Hence,
the rank of (A.13) is at least q − 1. This implies that out of the p indices under the
summation of (A.11), only p − q + 1 of them are free to take all the values from 0
to n− 1 to ensure a non-zero summand in (A.11). Hence, only O(np−q+1) summands
are non-zero and the theorem is proved.
Lemma A.1. For 16k <‘6n− 1; we have
Tr(Ak) = 0;
Tr(A2k) =
n− k
2
;
Tr(A4k) =
n− k
8
+
n− 2k
4
fk<n=2g;
Tr(AkA‘) = 0;
Tr(A2kA
2
‘) =
(n− ‘)
8
+
(n− k − ‘)
8
fk+‘<ng;
Tr(AkA‘AkA‘) =
(n− ‘ − k)
4
fk+‘<ng:
Proof. We will only show the result for Tr(A2kA
2
‘), since the remaining results can be
obtained in a similar fashion. We have
Tr(A2kA
2
‘) =
nX
j1 ; j2 ; j3 ; j4=1
a(k)j1 ; j2a
(k)
j2 ; j3a
(‘)
j3 ; j4a
(‘)
j4 ; j1 : (A.19)
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To have a positive summand in (A.19), it follows from (A.1) that the following
conditions must be satised:
j1 − j2 =k;
j2 − j3 =k;
j3 − j4 =‘;
j4 − j1 =‘:
These equations correspond to 16 possible combinations of linear restrictions on the
ji's, out of which only the following four combinations are feasible:
Case 1: j2 = j1 + k; j3 = j2 − k = j1; j4 = j3 + ‘ = j1 + ‘ and j4 = j1 + ‘. Since
16ji6n, for i = 1; 2; 3; 4, the RHS. of (A.19) in this case becomes
n−‘X
j1=1
a(k)j1 ; j1+ka
(k)
j1+k; j1a
(‘)
j1 ; j1+‘a
(‘)
j1+‘; j1 = (0:5)
4(n− ‘):
Case 2: j2 = j1 − k; j3 = j2 + k = j1; j4 = j3 + ‘ = j1 + ‘ and j4 = j1 + ‘. Hence,
the RHS of (A.19) in this case becomes
n−‘X
j1=k+1
a(k)j1 ; j1−ka
(k)
j1−k; j1a
(‘)
j1 ; j1+‘a
(‘)
j1+‘; j1 = (0:5)
4(n− ‘ − k)f‘+k<ng;
Case 3: j2 = j1 + k; j3 = j2 − k = j1; j4 = j3 − ‘= j1 − ‘ and j4 = j1 − ‘. The RHS
of (A.19) now becomes
n−kX
j1=‘+1
a(k)j1 ; j1+ka
(k)
j1+k; j1a
(‘)
j1 ; j1−‘a
(‘)
j1−‘; j1 = (0:5)
4(n− k − ‘)f‘+k<ng:
Case 4: j2 = j1 − k; j3 = j2 + k = j1; j4 = j3 − ‘= j1 − ‘ and j4 = j1 − ‘. The RHS
of (A.19) becomes
nX
j1=‘+1
a(k)j1 ; j1−ka
(k)
j1−k; j1a
(‘)
j1 ; j1−‘a
(‘)
j1−‘; j1 = (0:5)
4(n− ‘):
The remaining 12 combinations of linear restrictions on the ji's are not feasible, as can
be seen from the following example. Suppose j2= j1+k; j3= j2+k= j1+2k; j4= j3+
‘= j1 + 2k + ‘ and j4 = j1 + ‘. This implies that 2k + ‘= ‘, which is only true when
k = 0. This contradicts the assumption that k>1. The result now follows by summing
the contribution from each of the 4 feasible cases shown above.
Lemma A.2. Let Yj=x0nAjxn; 06j6n−1; where xn and Aj are as dened in the proof
of Theorem 1. For any nite positive integer k; let su; u = 1; 2; : : : ; k be k positive
integers. Let cum(Y‘1 ; : : : ; Y‘1 ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘p ; : : : ; Y‘p) denotes the joint cumulant
of Y‘1 ; : : : ; Y‘1 ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘p ; : : : ; Y‘p ; where ‘1; ‘2; : : : ; ‘k 2 (0; 1; : : : ; n − 1) and Y‘u
appears in the argument su times. Then;
(i) cum(Y‘1 ; : : : ; Y‘1 ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘p ; : : : ; Y‘p) = O(n).
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(ii) For cum(Y‘1 ; : : : ; Y‘1 ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘p ; : : : ; Y‘p) to be non-zero; it is necessary
that
kX
u=1
suX
j=1
cuj‘u = 0
for some cuj 2 f−1; 1g for 16u6k and 16j6su.
Proof. Let m=
Pk
u=1 su. Then, since fXtg is Gaussian white noise,
cum(Y‘1 ; : : : ; Y‘1 ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘p ; : : : ; Y‘p) =
2m−1
m
X
m!
Tr(Ai1Ai2   Aim); (A.20)
where the summation is taken over all m! permutations (i1; i2; : : : ; im) of (‘1; : : : ; ‘1;
‘2; : : : ; ‘2; : : : ; ‘k ; : : : ; ‘k). Thus, to prove (i), it is sucient to show that
Tr(Ai1Ai2   Aim) = O(n):
Note that every entry of Ai1Ai2   Aim is less than 1 when i1i2 : : : im 6= 0, since every
entry in each individual matrix is either 0 or 0:5, and each row or each column contains
at most two non-zero entries. Hence we have
max
(i1 ; i2 ;:::; im)
Tr(Ai1Ai2   Aim) = Tr(Am0 ) = n: (A.21)
To prove (ii), we rst note from (A.20) that cum(Y‘1 ; : : : ; Y‘1 ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘p ; : : : ; Y‘p)
is always non-negative, since all the matrices Aj; 06j6n − 1, have non-negative
entries. Hence, if cum(Y‘1 ; : : : ; Y‘1 ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘2 ; : : : ; Y‘p ; : : : ; Y‘p) is non-zero, there must
be some permutation (i1; i2; : : : ; im) of (‘1; : : : ; ‘1; ‘2; : : : ; ‘2; : : : ; ‘k ; : : : ; ‘k) such that
Tr(Ai1Ai2   Aim)> 0. But
Tr(Ai1Ai2   Aim) =
nX
j1=1
  
nX
jm=1
a(i1)j1 ; j2a
(i2)
j2 ; j3    a(im)jm; j1 ; (A.22)
where a(is)j1 ; j2 is the (j1; j2) entry of Ais . By (A.1), it follows that in order for the expres-
sion in (A.22) to be non-zero, we must have at least one set of indices j10 ; j20 ; : : : ; jm0
satisfy
j10 − j20 =i1;
j20 − j30 =i2;
...
j(m−1)0 − jm0 =im−1;
jm0 − j10 =im:
This implies that
mX
a=1
baia = 0 (A.23)
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for some ba 2 f−1; 1g for 16a6m. Since (i1; i2; : : : ; im) is a permutation of (‘1; : : : ; ‘1;
‘2; : : : ; ‘2; : : : ; ‘k ; : : : ; ‘k), it follows that we must have
kX
u=1
suX
j=1
cuj‘u = 0
for some cuj 2 f−1; 1g for 16u6k and 16j6su.
Proof of Theorem 3. Since the mean corrected periodogram In() is mean invariant, we
will assume, without loss of generality, that =0. Let JX ()=(2n)−1=2
Pn
t=1 (Xt− X )
exp(−it); C() = P1j=0 aj exp(−ij); J() = (2n)−1=2Pnt=1 t exp(−it); Vn =
(2)−1=2n1=2 X and Dn()=n−1
Pn
t=1 exp(−it). Then, from the proof of Theorem 10:3:1
of Brockwell and Davis (1991), we have
JX () = C()J() + Yn()− VnDn(); (A.24)
where
Yn() = (2n)−1=2
1X
j=0
aj exp(−ij)Unj;
Unj =
n−jX
t=1−j
t exp(−it)−
nX
t=1
t exp(−it)
and
sup
2[−;]
EjYn()j46Kn−2 (A.25)
for some 0<K<1. Since In() = JX ()JX (−), it follows from (A.24) that
In() = jC()j2I() + Rn(); (A.26)
where
I() = (2n)−1

nX
t=1
t exp(−it)

2
and
Rn() =C()J()Yn(−)− VnC()J()Dn(−) + C(−)J(−)Yn()
−VnC(−)J(−)Dn() + jYn()j2 − VnYn()Dn(−)
−VnYn(−)Dn() + V 2n Dn()Dn(−): (A.27)
Since h() = jC()j2, we have
h−1()In() = I() + h−1()Rn():
From Problem 2:22 of Brockwell and Davis (1991), we see that f−1() has absolutely
summable Fourier coecients fbj;−1<j<1g. Since f() is assumed to be strictly
positive on [−; ], it follows from Theorem 7:1:2 of Brockwell and Davis (1991) that
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Vn = Op(1). These facts along with (A.25) and arguments entirely analogous to those
used in Proposition 10:8:5 of Brockwell and Davis (1991) can be used to establish that
n1=2
Z 
−
h−1()Rn()
P! 0;
n1=2
Z 
−
h−2()jRn()j2 P! 0
and
n1=2
Z 
−
h−1 () I()Rn ()
P! 0:
Hence,Z 
−
h−1 () In ()−
Z 
−
I () = op(n−1=2)
and Z 
−
h−2 () I 2n ()−
Z 
−
I 2 () = op(n
−1=2)
and the result follows from Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 5. To prove the theorem, it is adequate to demonstrate thatZ 
−
h−2 (^; ) I 2n () d−
Z 
−
h−2(0; ) I 2n () d= op(n
−1=2) (A.28)
and Z 
−
h−1 (^; ) In () d−
Z 
−
h−1(0; ) In() d= op(n−1=2):
We will prove only the rst of these two results since the second follows along
similar lines.
Let ri() = @h−2()=@i and r2ij() = @2h−2()=@i@j. Then, by a Taylor series
expansion of f(^; ) around 0, we haveZ 
−
h−2 (^; ) I 2n () d
=
Z 
−
h−2 (; ) I 2n () d+
X
i
(^i − 0i)
Z 
−
ri (0) I 2n () d
+
X
i
X
j
(^i − 0i) (^j − 0j)
Z 
−
r2ij () I 2n () d; (A.29)
where  is a point in  and which depends on . By assumptions (i) and (iii) and
by Theorem 3, we haveZ 
−
jr2ij ()j I 2n () d6K
Z 
−
h−2(0; ) I 2n () d=Op(1);
where K is some nite constant. This bound in conjunction with assumption (iv) yieldsX
i
X
j
(^i − 0i) (^j − 0j)
Z 
−
r2ij () I 2n () d= op(n−1=2): (A.30)
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From (A.30) and (A.29), it follows that to prove (A.28), it remains to show thatX
i
(^i − 0i)
Z 
−
ri (0) I 2n () d= op(n−1=2):
Since (^i − 0i) = Op(n−1=2) for 16i6k by assumption (iv), it is sucient to show
that Z 
−
ri (0) I 2n () d= op (1) (A.31)
for 16i6k. Let gi() = 2h−1(0; ) @h(0)=@i. Then, by (A.26), we haveZ 
−
ri (0) I 2n () d=
Z 
−
gi()I 2 () d+
Z 
−
ri (0)R2n () d
+2
Z 
−
ri (0) h (0; )I ()Rn () d: (A.32)
By assumptions (i) and (ii) and by Problem 2.22 of Brockwell and Davis (1991),
it follows that both h−1 and @h=@i have absolutely summable Fourier coecients.
Furthermore, since both h−1 and @h=@i are even functions in , it follows that we can
express gi() as gi() =
P1
j=0 hj cos j, where
P jhjj<1 and we have suppressed
the dependence of the coecients fhjg on i for notational simplicity. Thus, letting
Z0 = (2n)−1
Pn
t=1 
2
t and Zj = (n)−1
Pn
t=j+1 tt−j for 16j6n− 1 we have
Z 
−
gi ()I 2 () d=
Z 
−
0
@ 1X
j=0
hj cos j
1
A
0
@ n−1X
j=0
Zj cos j
1
A
2
d
= 0:5
n−1X
j=0
n−1X
p=0
ZjZphj+pbj;p + 0:5
n−1X
j=0
n−1X
p=0
ZjZphjj−pjcj;p
 T1 + T2; (A.33)
where b0;0 = 2; bj;p =  for j + p> 0; cj; j = 2 and cj;p =  for j 6= p. But, for any
xed positive integer m,
T1 =
n−1X
j=0
n−1X
p=0
ZjZphj+pbj;p =
4X
i=1
X
Ai
ZjZphj+pbj;p 
4X
i=1
Tli; (A.34)
where A1 = f06j; p6mg; A2 = fm + 16j6n − 1; 06p6mg; A3 = fm + 16p6
n− 1; 06j6mg and A4 = fm+ 16j6n− 1; m+ 16p6n− 1g.
Since Z0
P!(2)−12 and Zj P! 0 for any xed j> 0, we have
T11
P!(2)−14h0 = (2)−14
Z 
−
gi() d= 0; (A.35)
where the last equality follows from the fact that (@=@i)
R 
− logf(; ) d = 0. Fur-
thermore, using the result on p. 159 of Holmquist (1996) in conjunction with (A.21)
and the fact that
P jhjj<1, we get
E(T1i)4 = O(n−1); i = 2; 3; 4
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implying
lim
m!1 limn!1 E(T1i)
4 = 0; i = 2; 3; 4: (A.36)
Hence, by Proposition 6:3:9 of Brockwell and Davis (1991) and (A.35) and (A.36),
T1
P! 0:
Similar arguments show that
T2
P! 0
and hence, from (A.33), we obtainZ 
−
gi()I 2 () d
P! 0: (A.37)
As shown above, both h−1 and @h=@i have absolutely summable Fourier coecients
and hence ri(0) also has absolutely summable Fourier coecients. Since f(; ) is
assumed to be strictly positive on [−; ], it follows from Theorem 7:1:2 of Brockwell
and Davis (1991) that Vn =Op(1), where Vn is as dened in the proof of Theorem 3.
These facts along with (A.25) and arguments entirely analogous to those used in Propo-
sition 10:8:5 of Brockwell and Davis (1991) can be used to show thatZ 
−
ri(0)R2n() d P! 0 (A.38)
and Z 
−
ri(0) h(0; )I()Rn () d P! 0: (A.39)
The result (A.31) now follows from (A.32) and(A.37){(A.39).
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